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Braking Up
 
we all know brake ups is hard
we know it is coming
we need to understand
that life is short
and that we need to go on
do not go with some mean
or nasty or that treats you bad
go with someone you can spend your life with
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Broken Heart
 
I will never forget the days we once had
The days when you were everything to me
My mind used to tell me we'd be together forever
But now I realize that was all a big dream
The feelings I have for you will never go
I wish I could take back that one regretful day
The day when I willingly let you slide from my arms
Never did I think of the astonishing pain of regrets
That I would once have to live through
The sight of you in someone else's arms
Makes my heart shatter into a million pieces
I sometimes wonder if you still think of me
Or if to you, I'm just a face in the crowd
I wish so very much that one day we can have it all back
But for now, I'll sit here silently
Remembering all the memories we once shared
Everyday my love grows much stronger
Hoping that one day you will feel the same
And put back the pieces of my broken heart.
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Christmas
 
Christmas  is fun
the snow
the presents
the family
the food
and the fun
 
      Christmas is the best thing in the world
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Guys
 
they like our legs
they like our butts
they flirt with us
 they look at our butts 
 they look at our legs
 they flirt with us when we are with our bos
 
 
   and that is when we say hun
   you like my butt
   you like my legs
but one thing you can`t have
my bo will beat you down
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Love
 
love is like a flower it blooms
it is very pretty in every way
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Michael Jackson
 
he was the best
he never lied
he was very sweet
he never hurt-ed people
he helped kids
he helped animals
that i say quit making fun of him
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Rejected
 
we look at each other
we flirt with each other
we talk alot
we act like bf and gf
 
 
 
but what i do not get
when i asked him out he
 
                                                         NO
 
then i was thinking wow i was not loved
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Sweet Guys
 
sweet guys are the ones who stick with you and not with out you
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Thankful
 
i am thankful for
 
my loving family
my puppy
my life
my world
 
 
those are the most important
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